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Damsels of Paradise 
 

Those men and women who obtain salvation and are 
admitted to paradise, because of their true faith and good 
deeds, will live a very happy and pleasant life for all eternity. 

 

One of the rewards will be the provision of beautiful, 
handsome and loving spouses for both men and women. 

 

Below I quote some statements about these ravishing 

beauties from the sayings of the prophet Mohammad (1): 

 

 “If the damsel of paradise casts her eyes towards the earth 
all of space between it and heaven will be lit up obliterating 
the light of the sun and moon and fragrance will spread 
everywhere. Moreover her scarf is lovelier than anything in the 
earth or elsewhere. 

 If she bares her hand, between the land and the sky, it will 
involve all creatures in temptation. 

If she removes her scarf the sun will seem as dull as a 
lamp compared to her. Everyone (in paradise) will have the 
capacity of a hundred persons in regard to eating, drinking 
and sex. 

 Every person will get at  least  two such damsels as wives, 
who will have on multiple clothes but still the very marrows of 
their bones   will be visible, just as red wine is visible through 
a transparent glass. 
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 One can see ones reflection in her shining cheeks and the 
worst jewels of hers will be such that the entire world from the 
east to the west will be lighted up. 

 If a man puts his hand on her back it will be visible from 
the front. 

 Whenever the man has intercourse with her she will 
appear a virgin, but there will be no pain for either. 

 If a damsel spits her saliva into the sea it will become 
sweeter than honey. 

 When a person enters paradise two damsels will sing 
songs near his bed, which will be pure, and of Allah’s praise, 
not evil and satanic. Their songs will be sweeter than any 
other in the universe. They will sing songs like: 
“Congratulations to him who is ours and we are his. We will 
live forever; we will provide comfort, never discomfort. We will 
keep you happy and never cause unhappiness!” 

 Even an ordinary person in paradise will be given eighty 
thousand servants and seventy-two wives. 

 If a person wishes for an offspring it will be born and made 
of 30 years age in a moment. 

 The lowliest person in paradise will have a throne, 
gardens, wives and other blessings and it will take a thousand 
years to traverse the household. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) May Allah bless with eternal peace. 


